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Economic regulation of a market usually owes its existence to perceptions
that without governmental intervention, that market will not produce desirable economic results.' The main markets served by electric utilities, gas pipelines, gas distributors and telephone companies were long understood to be
"natural monopolies." Absent regulation, sellers in these markets, it was
believed, would be able to impose prices substantially in excess of costs while
excluding rivals.'
In recent years, the concept of natural monopoly and the efficacy of regulation in dealing with it have been questioned. Increasingly, it has been argued
that in many presently regulated markets, actual or potential competition
would be sufficient to protect consumers without governmental interventi~n.~
These arguments often result in proposals that conventional regulation be
replaced either by full deregulation or by some "light-handed" form of less
intrusive governmental control. Of particular interest is the approach adopted
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC or the Commission) of
lubricating the regulatory process by applying conventional regulation to noncompetitive markets and light-handed regulation to markets subject to
competition.
Efforts by regulatory agencies to substitute market-based or other lighthanded regulation for conventional regulation have raised the question of
whether it is legal to do so and, if so, under what circumstances. In this paper,
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I . The need to control market power is the traditional "textbook" reason typically used to justify
government intervention. In practice, a variety of other reasons (such as control of "windfall" profits,
preventing "excessive competition and many others) have been put forth to justify governmental regulation.
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efficiency.
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we have not addressed the important question of under what circumstances
market-based or light-handed regulation is legal. The question needs to be
addressed by lawyers with an understanding of the law as it has applied to
regulated industries.
The FERC has taken the position that, if it can be established that a firm
over which it has jurisdiction operates in a competitive market for a particular
service, then the FERC can practice "light-handed regulation" over that service and still comply with the just and reasonable standard, consistent with its
statutory mandates. With specific respect to the electric power, natural gas
pipelines, and oil pipeline industries, the FERC has emphasized its ability and
desire to take the extent and nature of competition into account when it makes
a determination about whether a regulated price is just and reasonable. The
courts have yet to rule on the legal validity of the commission's regulatory
theory. Clearly, the issue is controversial, with a history extending back at
least as far as the Permian Basin Area Rate Cases4 decisions and, more
recently, Farmers Union Central Exchange (Farmers Union ).
The FERC's interpretation of Farmers Union has considerable appeal to
economists, though it may or may not be soundly based in legal6 doctrine and
precedents. For the purpose of this article, we assume that the current doctrine will survive or at least be in effect long enough to require energy lawyers,
regulators, and analysts to address the question of how much competition is
sufficient. The focus of this paper is how the question of the adequacy of
competition to protect the consumer interest should be analyzed.
If light-handed regulation is legal in a given instance, there remains the
question of whether it will be effective. In particular, how are policymakers to
distinguish situations in which competition is "sufficient" from those in which
it is "inadequate"? This paper considers the problem of evaluating the sufficiency of competition for light-handed regulation. After discussing analytical
approaches for assessing the extent of competition that have been adapted
from the U.S.Department of Justice's (DOJ) 1984 Merger Guidelines (Guidelines),' we suggest an alternative approach specifically focused on the special
problem of evaluating whether competition is sufficient to permit light-handed
regulation. This approach takes the competitive effect of both existing and
potential competitors into account.

A.

Competition Versus Regulation
It has long been a cliche that the goal of economic regulation is to provide
a substitute for the results of competition. However, competition and economic regulation, as conventionally applied, cannot produce the same results,
particularly with respect to the distribution of "rents" (returns to scarcity),
the incidence of risk, and the distribution of profits.
In competitive markets, rents for scarce resources are captured by produPermian Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747 (1968).
Farmers Union Cent. Exch. v. FERC, 734 F.2d 1486 (1984).
A companion article examines this issue.
U.S. .Deportment of Justice Merger Guidelines, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 1 13,103 (1984)
[hereinafter Guidelines].
4.
5.
6.
7.
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cers owning the scarce resources, whereas economic regulation limits the utility to revenues equal to its cost of service, usually based on historical cost,
which is defined to exclude all scarcity rents. Instead of rationing the scarce
resource that would receive a rent in the competitive market, the conventionally regulated price is usually different from that which would prevail under
competition. The effect of the treatment of rent is to reduce the regulated
price, which results sometimes in a lower price than would prevail in a competitive market. Sometimes, as recent experiences in natural gas and bulk
electric power markets demonstrate, the unregulated price may be lower than
the regulated price.
Competition and economic regulation treat profits differently. In competition, firms are guided by the incentive to make high profits, which the astute
and fortunate firms make, just as the less astute and unfortunate experience
losses. The incidence of high returns and losses among competitors contrasts
with profits under the regime of regulation, which allows a fair rate of return,
based on the cost of capital, to utility investments prudently made. Unlike the
firm in a competitive market, the regulated utility, though denied high profits,
is buffered from losses as long as its decisions are deemed "prudent."
Economic regulation has generally been limited to a few industries that
are either natural monopolies or subject to other kinds of market f a i l ~ r e . ~
This practice reflects a faith in the superiority of free, unregulated, competitive
markets wherever competition is adjudged feasible and effective. This faith
receives support from the teachings of economics as well as from practical
experience with economic regulation. Competitive markets are economically
efficient. Prices reflect economic costs and guide buyers' choices so that
resources are allocated to maximize consumer welfare. Equally important, the
rewards and punishments which occur in competition, but not under regulation, lead to stronger incentives for competitors to reduce costs, make correct
decisions and innovate. Finally, competitive markets are flexible and responsive to changing conditions; the invisible hand of the marketplace leads the
market to adjust to minimize prolonged shortages or excesses. Competition
automatically regulates profits, preventing monopoly returns, yet it rewards
the efficient and penalizes the inefficient. Thus, competition achieves regulation's goal of preventing monopoly profits, but, unlike regulation, competition
provides a strong profit incentive for efficiency and progress. Because of these
virtues, competition is widely viewed as superior to economic regulation in
those markets in which competition is ~ o r k a b l e . ~
In recent years there has been a movement to introduce the process of
competition into regulated industries to replace the process of conventional
8. See supra notes 1-3.
9. Workable competition is a practically achievable condition describing any actual market achieving
a reasonable approximation to competitive results. Competition is workable if it provides alternatives to the
offerings of any one competitor and if these alternative offerings act as a disciplinary force to prevent the
exercise of undue market power. That is, the alternatives must provide effective constraints on the seller's
ability to charge supra-competitive prices or offer an inferior service. For a discussion of the concept of
workable competition, see F. SCHERER, INDUSTRIALMARKET STRUCTUREAND ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
41-44 (2d ed. 1980).
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regulation in order to achieve competitive results. There has also been a
movement in some areas to integrate competitive considerations explicitly
with the regulatory process. This is leading some regulatory jurisdictions to
variations on the conventional regulatory process such as "incentive regulation," "rate caps," "yardstick regulation," and other innovations.
In an unregulated market or a deregulated market, prices are determined
by the play of supply and demand forces unconstrained by governmental
intervention. The sellers charge what the competitive process will allow. If
competition is effective, in the long run, the typical firm should recover its
investment and a fair return thereon. However, return is not guaranteed. A
firm may, as a result of skill or good luck, earn a substantial amount on the
original cost of the assets involved. Conversely, because of incorrect decisions
or poor fortune, the firm may fail to recover its investment. In an industry
regulated by a conventional rate-of-return type of process, prices are based on
the regulated firm's costs. A rate base of prudent investments is established
and the rate of return necessary to compensate investors is determined and
applied to this rate base. This rate base is added to the depreciation and other
prudent expenses of the regulated firm to determine the revenue requirement.
Rates or prices are designed to cover this cost of service.
Light-handed regulation is a blend of these two basic price-determining
processes. Regulators retain jurisdiction over the regulated firm and may set
limits or constraints, such as "price-caps," "benchmarks," and so forth; there
may be oversight of affiliate relationships, price discrimination, customer complaints or other issues. However, subject to compliance with any ceilings or
other constraints, under light-handed regulation, the firm is free to set such
prices as will be permitted by competitive supply and demand forces.
Another manifestation of this regulatory development is the attempt by
the FERC to bifurcate its regulatory process, applying "conventional" regulation where competitive forces are found by the Commission to be inadequate
to protect the public interest, and applying "light-handed" regulation where
competition has been found to be adequate. This bifurcated approach is the
Commission's principal move toward substituting competitive processes for
regulation. Its successful application requires an effective method or approach
for determining whether there is sufficientcompetition for light-handed regulation to be effective. That is, competition must be sufficient to prevent the
regulated firm from charging excessive prices or otherwise performing
noncompstitively .

The commission has clearly stated its policy that when competition effectively constrains rates, it will seek to replace intensive rate reviews based on
conventional cost-of-service analysis with an analysis of the competitive process.'' Other regulatory commissions, such as the Federal Communications
Commission, have also been exploring regulatory schemes based on the
10. This thrust has been championed by the Commission's former Chairman, Martha 0.Hesse. For
her general views with respect to regulation of the natural gas and electricity industries, see Hesse, A New
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achievement of just and reasonable rates with light-handed regulation when
market competition is present.
An example of the Commission's policy with respect to natural gas is its
authorization of Transwestern Pipeline Company's (Transwestern's) proposed
gas inventory charge (GIC). l 1 The FERC concluded that the southern California gas market was sufficiently competitive so that the rates charged by
Transwestern will be just and reasonable in compliance with the Natural Gas
Act.
Another example of the FERC's use of competition as a basis of just and
reasonable rates in the natural gas industry is found in its Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NOPR) regarding gas brokering. The FERC concluded there
that "competitive alternatives provide the most effective limitations on the use
of market power and undue discrimination."
The FERC has also proposed a competitive standard for the pricing of
electricity. In the Commission's NOPR,IZ the FERC observed that since
strict regulation of entities that "do not have significant market power" is
"unlikely to provide significant public benefits,"13 "rates charged by IPPs for
wholesale sales should be freed from traditional embedded cost-of-service
regulation. . ."I4
For the concept of light-handed regulation to be acceptable, regulators
must have a sound and defensible specification of the criteria that indicate
competition will protect the public interest without direct assistance from regulators. We now address the problem of making such a determination.

Markets potentially subject to light-handed regulation differ from markets in the unregulated economy in that they have been conditioned by years
of regulation. Regulation has typically restricted entry, impeded price competition and regulated conditions of service without seeking to maximize competition. Light-handed regulation introduces a changed situation: a newly
liberated market in an industry setting governed by new regulatory ground
rules. The issue is how to evaluate the impact of competitive charges and
whether they will likely protect consumers from "gouging" by suppliers.

A.

The Appropriate Competitive Threshold

The relevant threshold for determining how much competition is
"enough" in markets considered for deregulation or light-handed regulation is
a standard similar to the one used to determine whether a monopoly exists and
would have to be remedied under the Sherman Act. This standard is whether
Era in Energy Regulation, PUB. UTIL. FORT. 18 (1989). Her pro-competitive views on oil pipelines were
spelled out in a speech on April 26, 1988, to the API Annual Pipeline Conference in Houston, Texas.
1 1 . Transwestern Pipeline Co., 43 F.E.R.C. 7 61,240 (1988).
12. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking [hereinafter NOPR], Regulations Governing Independent Power
Producers, 1V F.E.R.C Stats. & Regs. r[ 32,456, 53 Fed. Reg. 9,327 (1988).
13. IV F.E.R.C. Stats. & Regs. 9 32,456, at 32,125.
14. Id.
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the firm under consideration for light-handed regulation would have "dominance" of a relevant market.
In the context of potential deregulation or light-handed regulation, the
question to be asked is whether, within a reasonable short period under lighthanded regulation, there will emerge sufficient competition to prevent the
exercise of substantial market power. Market power is the ability of a firm to
profit by setting prices above the competitive level. It is not unusual for firms
in the unregulated sectors of the economy to possess and exercise some market
power. The issue is not whether some market power exists, but whether the
exercise of market power will produce prices that are unacceptably high relative to the costs of production. In the natural monopoly industries, economic
regulation was introduced to restrain market power that, it was believed,
would result in prices far above the competitive level. It is important to realize that the relevant threshold of competition for light-handed regulation is
one of achieving not some ideal textbook price optimality, but, rather, enough
rivalry among firms to prevent dominance of the market (i.e., substantial market power) by the firm subject to light-handed regulation.
In our economy, competition rather than regulation is relied on to regulate all industries except the few that are viewed as likely to result in serious
market failure. Highly concentrated industries are found in many areas of the
economy. Such industries are acknowledged to be "imperfect" in the sense
that economic textbooks use this phrase, but they are not viewed as demanding the type of regulatory intervention applied to public utilities. These markets function without any public impetus for subjecting them to regulation of
the kinds imposed on pipelines and electric and gas utilities. Industries in the
economy that are highly concentrated and function on an unregulated business-as-usual basis include boilers, automobiles, flat glass, cereal breakfast
foods, turbines and turbine generators, electric lamps, refrigerators and freezers, cigarettes, primary aluminum, copper, tires, television tubes and large aircraft.'' Concentration in all of these industries far exceeds the concentration
threshold at which DOJ would likely challenge a merger; yet society relies on
competition and the antitrust laws to govern them, rather than resorting to
economic regulation.
These concentrated industries work well enough that they remain unregulated, subject to occasional antitrust intervention, and there is no strong public support for regulating them. Unacceptable monopoly pricing is, in general,
avoided because some rivalry exists. At the same time, unbridled price-cutting
is not common in most manufacturing and mining industries and is particularly unlikely in concentrated industries. Throughout most of the unregulated
economy, however, where buyers have alternatives, rivalry is evident and the
results of the rivalry are generally deemed satisfactory from the viewpoint of
consumers. The task of assessing competition under light-handed regulation is
to discover whether an elementary level of rivalry can be expected to keep
prices sufficiently close to the competitive level so that the market can be said
15. See SCHERER,supra note 9 at 62. See also U.S.Dep't of Commerce Bureau of Census, Census of
Manufacturers, Concentration Ratios in Monufocturing, 1982.
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to fall into the large category of situations where competition is deemed workable in that no firm will likely be in a dominant position.
Put in legal terms, the appropriate competitive standard is not that
appropriate for mergers but, rather, the standard appropriate for Sherman Act
section 2 monopoly cases. Firms found to be legal monopolies under section 2
of the Sherman Act dominate their markets; they have substantial market
power and typically have market shares amounting to well over half the relevant market. In contrast, the prevention of anticompetitive mergers under
section 7 of the Clayton Act has the objective of preserving existing competition. Mergers that would substantially lessen competition are prevented to
avoid incipient monopoly even though in many instances neither firm is dominant pre-merger and the merged firm would not be dominant immediately
after the merger.

B. Light-Handed Regulation Introduces Change
In seeking to determine whether sufficient rivalry will exist, it is necessary
to keep in mind that the prospective market under light-handed regulation
will likely be different from the present regulated market. For example, competition in firm natural gas sales has historically been limited to rivalry among
gas pipelines because of their control over firm gas transportation. If the
introduction of light-handed regulation of entities providing firm gas service
by means of GICs opens up access to firm transportation by producers, marketers and distributors on terms that allow them to compete, the number of
competitors would in many cases be greatly increased above the historical
level.
Since regulation can change the market, the regulatory ground rules
adopted for the light-handed regime can be developed so as to maximize feasible competition. Conversely, if this is not done, the regulatory rules may so
limit competition as to make it ineffective as a protector of the public. As in
the case of access to firm gas transportation, one set of regulatory ground rules
may open up previously protected markets to new entry. In addition, removing price regulation in the light-handed area and providing greater flexibility
in service commitments can provide incentives to compete that did not exist
under conventional regulation. Conversely, another set of ground rules may
have no positive impact on the extent of competition and could, possibly,
impede competition.
The question, then, in most regulated markets is not how to measure the
existing degree of competition; rather, it is how to determine whether sufficient
competition will exist in the changed market after deregulation or lighthanded regulation has been imposed by means of a new set of laws or regulations. To make the critical determination, we must project a future world by
considering the economics of competition. In particular, we must consider the
factors that determine competition, particularly in markets that are near the
threshold at which competition may or may not be adequate to permit deregulation or light-handed regulation to replace competition.
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C. Factors Aflecting Competition

The art of evaluating competition is imperfect and uncertain. Economists
understand that certain major factors - principally market concentration,
entry conditions and factors encouraging or discouraging collusion - affect
competition; but the forces determining competition are much too complex to
be fully explained by the economist's models and rules of thumb.
Happily, a refined or complex analysis is not called for to deal with the
question before us. Fortunately, out analytical problem is the essentially simple one of determining if rivalry will exist under a specified set of legal or
regulatory guidelines. In so doing, we must necessarily work with concepts
and information that are inherently crude. The appropriate approach, therefore, is pragmatic: since there is no general economic theory to predict competition accurately and reliably, practitioners in the applied economics of
competition make an assessment of competition based on judgments about
those factors.
The overall framework used by economists features analysis of the relationships among stable or slowly changing features of the market (market
structure), the conduct (behavior) of firms in the market and the results of the
market (performance).16 Figure 1 sketches this framework in the form of two
models of competition often used by economists to evaluate competition. The
model at the left was the prevailing approach during the 1950s and 1960s and
into the 1970s. It also lies behind the DOJ Guidelines. In this model, there is
a one-way causal flow: supply and demand conditions determine market
structure, which determines conduct, which determines performance. As
economists have improved their understanding of the theory and results of
competition, they have increasingly recognized that the direction of influence
is not all one way. For example, Fisher, McGowan and Greenwood have
explained that

. . . there are circumstances in which some aspects of market structure, at least,
cannot be treated as exogenous - taken as given for the analysis of competition.
Particularly when technological change is important, certain aspects of market
structure will be endogenous - themselves produced by the workings of the
competitive (or noncompetitive) process. In innovative competition, one cannot
understand the significance of a large market share without understanding how
that share came to be and how it is maintained. Similarly, in such circumstances,
the number and identity of firms in the market are not immutably given but are
determined by the competitive process itself. One must understand that process
as a dynamic whole rather than as a static situation."
Despite the recognition of feedback in practice, economists seldom try to
estimate these quantitatively in analysis of competition. Rather, the usual
16. C. KAYSEN
& D. TURNER,
ANTITRUSTPOLICY59-99 (1959). For discussion of the structureconduct-performance paradigm see SCHERER,supra note 9 at chs. 1 & 4.
J. MCGOWAN
& J. GREENWOOD,
FOLDED,
SPINDLEDAND MUTILATED:ECONOMIC
17. F. FISHER,
ANALYSISAND U.S. V. IBM 40 (1983). The concept that the structure-conduct-performance paradigm is
not unidirectional is not new. In the 1960s, Almarin Phillips was pointing out important feedback
relationships. See MARKETSTRUCTURE,
ORGANIZATION
AND PERFORMANCE
(1962); A Theory of
Znterfrm Organization, 64 Q. J . ECON.602-13 (1960). This view did not, however, gain popularity until the
1970s.
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Figure 1
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approach is to analyze separately structure, conduct, and performance.18
Increasingly, as will be discussed later, structure is being viewed as a screening
criterion to select those situations in which analysis of conduct and perforrnance would be merited.
There is a gap between current economic thinking about the relationship
of market structure and competitive behavior and performance and legal practice. This gap was forcefully emphasized in a recent collection of empirical
measurements of market power in various industries. Professors Scheffman
and Spiller referred to the structure-conduct-performance paradigm as "now
discredited."19 They stated:
Perhaps the most important public policy implication of the modem theory of
industrial organization is that firm and industry structural characteristics (for
example, ma;ket shares, concentration, entry conditions) can at best be viewed as
necessarv conditions for the existence of market Dower. The antitrust authorities
and the courts, on the other hand, continue to reiy on these structural parameters
as sufficient to conclude the existence of market power.20

Scheffman and Spiller attribute the popularity among judges and enforcement
agencies of what they believe to be pass6 economics to several factors. These
include the ease of implementing a structural approach, and the lag in incorporating the "new learning" into legal thought, particularly when the older
approach is imbodied in case pre~edent.~'
Despite the prevalence of the structuralist view in legal circles, a recent
report of the American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law Task Force
points out that courts are increasingly incorporating current economic
thought on market power (the "new learning") into antitrust jurisprudence
and, therefore, rejecting or modifying the older approach. The ABA report
summarizes the current situation as follows:
[Tlhe "structuralists" tried to use antitrust both to attack those market conditions and practices that they believed facilitated coordination and to protect
those market conditions that they believed would encourage "cheating."

....
The views of the structuralists were broadly challenged by the "new economic learning," which gained favor in the mid-1970s and 1980s (promoted primarily by the "Chicago School" of economic thought). The new learning posits
that most markets are naturally competitive and that industrial concentration is
not the prime determinant of whether a particular market is competitive. In the
view of the new learning, competition is considered a robust phenomenon: entry
is rarely barred, except by government action. Economics of scale and absolute
capital expenditure requirements are dismissed as a burden to incumbents and
entrants alike and, in any event, do not usually reflect market performance.
Moreover, high levels of concentration are thought to be needed before the
opportunities for collusion are realistically enhanced. And, even without antitrust enforcement, cartel-like activity is believed generally to break down quickly
18. See HAY,The Interaction of Market Structure and Conduct. THEECONOMICS
OF MARKET
DOMINANCE
105-28 (D. Hay & J. Vickers eds. 1987).
19. Scheffman & Spillzr, Introduction: Empirical Approaches to Market Power, 32 J.L. & ECON.S3
(1989).
20. Id.
21. Id.
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because of new entry.22
In appraising competition in order to make judgments about light-handed
regulation, it is important to be alert for feedbacks between market conduct
induced by changing regulatory ground rules. Adherence to the old "no feedback" model of the 1950s runs the danger of misreading the potential for competition in specific situations where light-handed regulation is applied.
Operationally, this means relying not on a few structural measures, such as
market shares, or concentration to evaluate the adequacy of competition.
Rather, what is implied is a broad look at the likely future structure, conduct
and performance of the emerging market.

D. Market Dejinition
To assess competition, the first task - generally, and as specified in the
Guidelines - is to identify and define the market: the product and the geographic area within which competition must occur. The art of identifying a
market is a matter of identifying the close substitutes for the offerings of the
pipeline, independent power producer (IPP) or other firm that is under consideration for light-handed regulation. It is not always obvious where to draw
market boundaries. Theoretically, one market is separated from other markets by gaps in the chain of potential substitutes; but, in actual situations, the
set of substitutes is often more a continuum. Market boundaries are often
inherently uncertain and invite disagreement, despite the careful instructions
of the Guidelines to derive them analytically. Despite the inherent arbitrariness of the process, care in defining economically sensible markets is essential
if the process of assessing competition is to be a meaningful and useful
exercise.
To define a market, the first step is to identify the service or product that
is potentially to be subject to light-handed regulation. This should be the service of the firm in question that is expected to be offered at market-based
prices, not what the firm has been offering, and not necessarily what possible
competitors are presently offering.
The next step is to identify close substitutes for the identified relevant
service or product. These are offerings that would readily substitute for the
offering of the firm in question at a moderate increase in price above the competitive level. All items that would substitute with such an increase in price
should be included in the market.
The most serious problems in market definition in connection with analysis of deregulation or light-handed regulation are caused by lack of focus on
the product or service for which light-handed regulation is under consideration. Focus on the wrong product is particularly likely to occur when lighthanded regulation is being offered in conjunction with a rearrangement of ser-

-

-

- -

22. 1989 A.B.A. SEC. ANTITRUSTL. TASK FORCEON THE ANTITRUSTDIVISIONOF THE U.S.
DEP'T. OF JUST.REP. 8-11 (citations omitted). The ABA report contains a number of references to the
voluminous literature on the "new learning." A seminal critique of the "structuralist" approach, in general,
and the use of market share to infer market power, in particular, is by Landes and Posner, Market Power in
Antitrust Cases, 94 HARV.L. REV. 937-96 (1981).
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vice offerings, as, for example, in the case with the introduction of GIC service. Many of the parties or experts who have testified in GIC proceedings
before the FERC have explicitly or implicitly defined the relevant market for
GIC service as "natural gas," regardless of whether gas is sold on an as-available or firm basis. However, GIC service is, by definition, strictlyfirm service.
GIC service is the commitment to provide assured supplies of gas at an acceptable price. That is, GIC service is a commitment to provide firmness of supply
on defined price terms rather than gasper se. Mischaracterizing the market as
natural gas creates a mistaken picture of competition from numerous sellers of
as-available spot gas, which being nonfirm, do not substitute effectively for
GIC service. Such a mischaracterization can lead to two kinds of mistakes:
(1) treating the market as sufficiently competitive when it is not, and (2) failing
to address the issue of how to encourage entry of potential firm gas competitors, which depend on access to firm transportation and are potentially a
source of sufficient competition.
Once the relevant product or service has been identified, it is necessary to
identify the geographic market. The same principles of substitution that apply
to the product also apply to geographic markets. Conceptually, the market
area - starting with the sales area of the firm in question - is expanded as
long as the product from each added area would substitute for the firm's product in the event of a moderate increase in price above the competitive level.
The geographic extent of the market is likely to depend on the nature of
the regulatory scheme and changes in that scheme as well as the conduct of
the firm in question. For example, if a pipeline denied effective access to firm
transportation, the geographic market for firm gas would be limited to pipelines serving the destinations served by the pipeline in question. In contrast, if
the pipeline in question was required to provide access on reasonably
equivalent terms to the transportation it provided for its own firm service,
then the market area would extend to competitors able to deliver to the pipeline's system. There would be an even larger geographic market if pipelines
upstream of the pipeline in question had similar open-access transportation
policies. The critical point is that the geographic extent of the market in most
situations where deregulation or light-handed regulation is an issue cannot be
defined independently of an assessment of how transportation access will affect
the geography of competition.
Having defined the market within which the vigor of competition is to be
investigated, the next step is to assess the main structural factors that economists believe affect competition: market concentration, entry and other conditions that assist or deter collusion. This process has become well known and a
standard point of antitrust and merger analysis. The key consideration that
should be kept in mind is that structure is not necessarily fixed, but may
change in response to regulation or the conduct of firms. This consideration is
important in all analysis of competition (see Figure l), but is absolutely vital in
analyzing deregulation or the competition that will occur with light-handed
regulation.
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E. Market Concentration
It is generally accepted among economists that a market with many competitors will likely be highly competitive unless rivalry is stifled by explicit
collusion, which can be prevented or policed by antitrust enforcement. A
market with a large number of competitors can seldom avoid rivalry; implicit
collusion among many sellers is usually too complex to accomplish. For more
concentrated markets, i.e., industries with only a few sellers, in contrast, competitors often temper rivalry with a degree of restraint. They tend to avoid
uninhibited price cutting, but some rivalry commonly persists nevertheless.
To determine whether a concentrated market will be feasibly competitive, it is
necessary to examine entry conditions and other factors that deter or aid collusion. If the influence of these factors is favorable to competition, then a
market with several substantial competitors should be sufficient for lighthanded regulation, as the FERC found in its Transwestern decision. If these
factors are unfavorable to competition, more competitors would be needed for
competition. Even in this case, however, all that is needed to justify deregulation or light-handed regulation, considering the precedents in the unregulated
sectors of the economy and the empirical evidence on the impact of concentration, is enough rivalry to prevent the exercise of substantial market power.
This can often be accomplished with relatively concentrated markets.
There is extensive professional economic literature on the empirical relationship between market concentration and measures of the exercise of market
power, indicated by some index of the margin of price over costs, usually profits.
surveyed the results of 42 studies in his assessment of the subject
and found that results vary greatly from study to study. Some subsequent
studies are cited by P e l t ~ m a n .Profits
~ ~ and concentration appear to be positively correlated on average, but the impact of concentration in individual
cases is hard to predict. Moreover, concentration accounts for only a fraction
of the variance in profit rates. Indeed, economic theory indicates that there is
no close link between concentration and profits.25 Thus, concentration levels
above the low levels generally accepted as competitive are poor predictors of
whether competition will be sufficient for light-handed regulation. The only
general conclusion that can be drawn from the theoretical and empirical literature is that a market with low concentration will almost surely exhibit competitive behavior and results; however, a concentrated market may or may not,
depending especially on entry conditions and also on other factors that can
affect the market.
I;:

Conditions of Entry

Entry by new competitors provides competitive alternatives that prevent
or limit market power. In economic theory, the potential for entry is sufficient
to ensure competition under some plausible conditions, even if the incumbent
23. L. WEISS,THECONCENTRATION-PROFITS
RELATIONSHIP
AND ANTITRUST
(1974).
24. Peltzman, The Gains and Lossesfrom Industrial Concentration, 20 J . L. & ECON.229 (1977).
25. SPULBER,supra note 3 at 501.
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firm has a market share of 100 percent.26 In practice, easy conditions for
potential entry normally lead to actual entry and moderate to low concentration. Where markets are undergoing a major transformation, new entry is a
central element in the competition to be expected under light-handed regulation. In the case of GIC service, for example, new entrants offering firm gas
sales may become a larger part of the prospective market, in some cases, than
those pipelines that are existing suppliers of firm gas service. In the case of
generating capacity and associated energy, sales to a local utility may more
likely be from an IPP from which it has never bought than from an established
supplier to that utility. In that case, the focus is more on what alternatives new or old - will be available to buyers under light-handed regulation.
Entry requires time. The time required will vary from case to case. If
new entry is required to achieve workable competition, and a substantial
period - say more than a year - is needed for the necessary entry to occur,
then there may be a need for transitional regulation. Transitional regulation
would be directed at preventing action by the incumbent firm to impede entry
and might also include a temporary price cap. However, entry need not be
immediate to affect the current price; the expectation of entry will act as a
deterrent to supracompetitive prices. Moreover, prices affect the incentive to
enter. If a regulatory cap were set too low, it would deter competition. Setting a temporary cap above the competitive level could encourage entry and
shorten the transition period.
How to assess the likelihood of entry will vary from industry to industry.
It is usually appropriate to examine what is involved in entry - the amount of
new capital required, the minimum feasible scale of entry and the accessibility
of necessary technology, know-how and resources. In addition, it is useful to
identify existing firms in the same or similar businesses that may be well positioned to enter. In the case of electric generating capacity, well-positioned
potential entrants include IPP and qualifying facility (QF) firms that have
operated in other areas of the country, manufacturers and constructors of generating facilities and equipment, and utilities with an interest in IPP business.
In the natural gas GIC service case, potential new entrants include upstream
pipelines, marketers, local distribution companies (LDCs) providing their own
GIC service and producers.
Entry is especially important as a source of competition that would justify
light-handed regulation. The critical question for competitive assessment is
not "What is the concentration of the existing or historical market?" but,
rather, "How can regulation be structured to encourage the entry that would
ensure sufficient competition?" Seen in this light, the central issue relating to
26. The theory of contestable markets has demonstrated that free entry and exit are sufficient
& R. WILLIG,CONTESTABLE
conditions to ensure economically efficient results. W. BAUMOL,J. PANZAR
STRUCTURE
(1982). See also SPULBER,
supra note 3 at 138-56,
MARKETSAND THE THEORYOF INDUSTRY
OF MONOPOLY
77-8 (1989). In addition, Paul Samuelson's classic
and R. SHERMAN,
THE REGULATION
work on the market economy demonstrated many years ago that even in perfect competition with no
economic or diseconomies of scale and free entry, firm size and market share are indeterminate. P.
OF Ec0Noh4lc ANALYSIS
78 (1947). The seminal works on the importance of
SAMUELSON,
FOUNDATIONS
TO NEW COMPETITION
(1956), and G. STIGLER,THE
barriers to entry are by J . BAIN, BARRIERS
OF INDUSTRY
(1968).
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